This is TopLogic
Create Apps automatically
with TopLogic - the automated app engine

Do you want to digitize your processes to make your
business more productive? Be agile. Describe the processes
to be digitized and let TopLogic automatically generate the
app. Only a matter of a few weeks without the detour
imposed by formulating comprehensive specifications and
with results that correspond exactly to what your users need.

From Model to Application
and from the Application to the Model

TopLogic - the automated app engine is the NoCode platform
that allows you to create applications for any process or use
case quickly and without programming effort. You do not
need software developers, just professionals who are able
to describe business and process requirements in models.
TopLogic automatically converts the models into apps
running on the same platform. You can change and extend
them at run time. This always automatically provides a
complete application model, no more discrepancy between
requirements and implementation, and if NoCode is not
enough to meet the requirements, use the LowCode features
or the full programming environment of the TopLogic Studio.

Creation Process
When creating an app, it doesn‘t matter if you describe
the application model with data, processes, functions, and
permissions in TopLogic or in the tools you‘re already using.
TopLogic processes external models into an app just as easily
and automatically.
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Complex Process Landscapes
TopLogic digitizes complex process landscapes. Create and
operate multiple apps in parallel with TopLogic. These apps
do not need interfaces to exchange data and models, but
share them via a common bus system. Despite the decentralized application architecture, this creates a single source
of truth and enables consistent reuse. The apps created
with TopLogic fit perfectly into your existing IT and process
landscape, since TopLogic representations are used for these
applications so that communication can be done at the same
model level in a heterogeneous application environment.

Close digitization gaps
with TopLogic

TopLogic is particularly well suited to closing digitization gaps
in existing process landscapes – TopLogic does it quickly, is
cost effective and is easy on resources.



Put TopLogic to the test
Want to test TopLogic? Create a proof of concept together
with us or one of our partners or learn more about the
possibilities of NoCode development in our workshops.

Contact us
BUSINESS OPERATION SYSTEMS GMBH
Dornhofstraße 18
D-63263 Neu-Isenburg
T: +49 6102 79980
www.top-logic.com
info@top-logic.com
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